TIRE PREMIUM SEAL

■ Simpler, quicker and safer
■ Reduces downtime on the road
■ Latex-free technology
■ Environmentally friendly
■ Can use tire for up to 1000kms
■ No replacement tire needed

For commercial vehicles

TIRE PREMIUM SEAL

For commercial vehicle tires

The innovative and indispensable first-aid kit f

Approved by major vehicle manufacturers
The sealant is acknowledged, tested and approved by major
vehicle manufacturers and has safety certifications from industry
bodies including Technischer Überwachungs-Verein (TÜV) and DEKRA.

The valve extractor set lets you easily
remove valves from single or dual
tires without having to remove the wheel.

Tedious tire changes are now a thing of
the past with WABCO Tire Premium Seal.
Avoid tire changes next to busy highways
and being dangerously exposed to
passing vehicles. Avoid obstructing traffic
and reduce the time you take to fix a tire
when it’s late, snowing or raining. Time is
money when schedules are planned and
you must deliver to the customer on time.
WABCO Tire Premium Seal can reduce
the risk of accidents by reduction of
downtime on the highway. WABCO
presents a product which enables you to
repair a damaged tire quickly, easily and
reliably to get you back on the road fast.

Stay Safe

Enhance Tire Life

Since spending more time on the open
road only adds danger, WABCO Tire
Premium Seal helps make the repair
process simpler, quicker and safer – you
now have fast reliable tire sealing with
minimum downtime.

WABCO Tire Premium Seal is based on
latex-free technology and uses microfibre particles with outstanding sealing
properties and great power reserves. The
tires are not physically altered in this nondestructive process.
Puncture holes (i.e. due to bolts or nails)
up to a diameter of ten millimeter can be
reliably sealed and the tire reused. The
tire can later be repaired, in consultation
with a tire workshop, and even re-treaded
to conform to regional standards and
requirements.

TIRE PREMIUM SEAL

for your leaking tire

Using the truck's compressor, pump in
the sealant through the valve extractor
which also prevents venting.

Seal the leak in around ten minutes
and you are good to go!

Use the kit’s manometer and 10 meter
long hose to periodically monitor tire
pressure.

Save Money

Be Quick

Keep it Clean

After properly sealing the leaking tire with
WABCO Tire Premium Seal, it can be
driven on for nearly 1000kms or for
up to 14 days. You do not need to wait
for a breakdown service or buy a new
tire. Permanent tire repair is possible,
and no need to purchase a new tire
thereby prolonging tire use. No need to
carry spare wheels, unless required by
applicable laws, reducing vehicle weight
by up to 300kg, cutting costs and
increasing payload.

The valve extractors in the WABCO Tire
Premium Seal kit are specially designed to
let you remove a valve quickly and easily,
fill the tire with WABCO Tire Premium
Seal through the valve stem and refit the
valve. There is then an airtight connection
between the tire and the WABCO Tire
Premium Seal Container, preventing any
leakage.

Environmentally friendly, WABCO Tire
Premium Seal uses water soluble microfibre particles that wash away easily with
water for safe disposal and no risk of
environmental damage. When it’s time to
repair the leaking tire permanently, it can
be wiped away with a cloth, the residue
can then be washed off with water and
disposed into sewage in accordance with
regional environmental regulations.

Set of two valve extractors

WABCO Tire Premium Seal enables you
to repair your tire quickly and safely. You
can drive with the tire immediately at
speeds of up to 80km/h depending on
local regulations. WABCO Tire Premium
Seal complements the WABCO Integrated
Vehicle Tire Pressure Monitoring system
(IVTM). IVTM can recognize a significant
air pressure change when there is a leak
in the tire before there is any tire damage.

For commercial vehicle tires

WABCO Vehicle Control Systems, is
one of the world’s leading providers of
electronic braking, stability, suspension
and transmission control systems for
heavy duty commercial vehicles. WABCO
products are also increasingly used in
luxury cars and sport utility vehicles
(SUVs). Customers include the world’s
leading commercial truck, trailer, bus and
passenger car manufacturers. Founded
in the U.S. in 1869 as Westinghouse Air
Brake Company, WABCO was acquired

by American Standard in 1968 and spun
off in 2007. Headquartered in Brussels,
Belgium, the business today employs
more than 7,000 people in 34 offices and
production facilities worldwide. In 2006,
total sales were $2 billion. WABCO is a
publicly traded company and is listed on
the New York Stock Exchange with the
stock symbol WBC.
Website: www.wabco-auto.com
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